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Retrofit Payment Terminal
Struggling with the high cost of upgrading fuel dispensers to accept EMV cards? Sound Easy
Pump is a unique retrofit payment solution for the petroleum industry that is cost-effective, PCI
compliant, and accepts EMV, Mag-Stripe, and Contactless payment transactions directly at the
pump. Independent stations can now meet industry requirements without expensive upgrades or
closing stations for several weeks.

Unique Retrofit Solution

✅ Simplified connectivity to current system
✅ Platform accepts numerous payment methods:

coupons, wallet apps, loyalty programs and gift cards

✅ Integration strategy allows for multiple end points
to connect numerous devices to the store

✅ Tamper-resistant technology
Easy to Install

✅ Seamless transition - unique, non-intrusive

approach to connecting hardware to the pump

✅ Integration to existing systems
✅ Processor flexibility
✅ Wi-Fi from pump to store eliminates costly new
cable and downtime

Solve EMV and PCI

✅ Industry is mandating move to EMV by April 2021
✅ Major target for fraud - eliminate risk and meets
industry requirements at a competitive price

✅ Payments are done at the terminal, direct to
payment processor

✅ Remove sensitive PCI data from store networks
Inexpensive

✅ No other available solution on the market that
offers a similar level of features at a cost-effective
price
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Enable EMV. Easy-Install. Low Price.
Is it too good to be true? We promise you, it’s NOT!
The cloud adheres to internal systems and interfaces
with standard industry protocols. Our deployment
and industry strategy ensure a seamless transition and
minimizes downtime by phasing deployment while also
giving the option to temporarily run the old and new
system simultaneously.
The all-in-one payment terminal supports QR code
scanning, PIN-on-glass, MSR, EMV chip and PIN, NFC
for Apple Pay and Google Pay, bluetooth and Wi-Fi, and
includes a built-in security camera. The device is simple
to install with only one cord for power.

SEMI-INTEGRATED EMV
PAYMENTS SYSTEM

✅ Store systems are removed from PCI Scope
✅ No impact to internal reporting and archiving
of data

✅ Direct to processor transaction path allows for
easier payment processing options

✅ Platform can easily support other innovation
and connect to the store systems

CLOUD-BASED
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PAYMENT TERMINALS

IN-STORE POS

IN-STORE BRIDGE

PROCESSOR
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Retrofit payment terminal
fits into existing pumps.
Wifi enabled from forecourt
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Features and Benefits

✅ Contactless, EMV chip, magstripe
✅ Camera for 1D/2D code scanning
✅ All-in-one payment module
✅ Hybrid card reader

✅ 4.3 inch color touchscreen display
✅ IP54 & IK08 physical protection
✅ USB, RS232, MDB connectivity
✅ WiFi & Bluetooth connectivity

Specifications
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Specifications are subject to update without prior notice.
Please consult Sound Payments or its representative for the latest information.
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